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Isherwood: Defeat the Crown’s plot for genocide—
Save the Murray-Darling Basin food bowl!
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annihilate those communities.
leader Craig Isherwood
“Tony Burke is from Prince Philip’s
today called for all Australians to join
Wilderness Society; MDBA chairman
the fight to defeat the latest MurrayCraig Knowles is a banker’s agent—
Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) plan
two bigger enemies of family farmers
to drastically slash food production
you’ll never find,” he charged.
in Australia’s globally-significant food
“They do not intend to give
bowl.
irrigators a public forum to voice their
“The Murray-Darling Basin food
opposition, because last time that
bowl is a target of the British Crown’s
opposition forced them into temporary
genocidal drive to reduce the world’s
retreat, but this time, just as with the
population to less than one billion
carbon tax, they are determined to
people,” Isherwood declared.
ram it through.
“The Crown has unleashed Green
“Irrigators are beginning to sense
Fascism on the world to attack and
they have been betrayed, because they
destroy the very industries, the
were assured by Tony Burke and Craig
agriculture, and the infrastructure
Knowles and Tony Windsor that their
that are the only means to support
concerns were taken on board. But
a world population of seven billion
the bottom line is that the Water Act
people and growing.”
2007 is 100 per cent based upon the
Isherwood
explained,
“The
WWF’s Ramsar Convention on Wetlands
CEC’s latest New Citizen newspaper
of International Importance, and was
Get your copy: Call 1800 636 432 or
thoroughly documents how the
written with the unmistakable intent to
online at www.cecaust.com.au
Queen and Prince Philip personally
shut down agriculture in the Basin. That
founded and have led the Green Fascist movement over remains the intention, “consultations” or not.
decades through the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF),
“Ramsar ‘wetlands’ are scientific fabrications derived from
the Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF), and numerous British kook and eugenicist Sir Arthur Tansley’s bogus notion
similar fronts. (See http://cecaust.com.au/pubs/pdfs/cv7n6_ of ‘eco-systems’, which are defined to deliberately exclude
pages48to50.pdf) Philip himself, for instance, played a crucial, human activity.”
on-the-ground role in founding the “first green party in the
Isherwood concluded, “The CEC is leading the fight against
world”, the United Tasmania Group (now the Australian the MDBA plan, because there must never be any compromise
Greens), out of the ACF’s early 1970s campaign to stop the with genocide.
Franklin Dam in Tasmania, and he has publicly, repeatedly
“What’s at stake in this fight is not agricultural businesses;
demanded that the world population be slashed by billions.
it is the rights of human beings to harness nature to grow food
“Most Aussies hate the greens, but they have wilfully and exist.
blinded themselves to the shocking, abundantly-documented
“Every Australian must get behind the Murray-Darling
truth that the only reason a bunch of feral fascists like the Basin communities and fight with them, because if we let them
greens have acquired the power to shut down industries, be destroyed, the whole nation is doomed. The Crown’s
destroy the livelihoods of countless thousands, and dictate Green Fascists intend to shut down not only our food supply,
policies such as the carbon tax, solar and wind power, and but to turn virtually our continent back to ‘wilderness’, as our
this MDBA plan, is because they are backed by the extensive latest New Citizen documents beyond any margin of doubt.”
power of the Queen and her nasty husband. If you think she is
What You Can Do
a “mere figurehead”, then you are a self-deluded, suicidal fool.
“Australia’s food bowl is one of their present targets for
Call or email the following to demand that Queen Elizabeth
destruction,” Isherwood said. “Every green group involved in and Philip cease their genocidal plot to shut down the Murraythe establishment of the MDBA and its planning for the Basin— Darling Basin.
the ACF, the Wentworth Group, the Ramsar Secretariat
• The Queen’s vice-regent in Australia, Governor-General
etc.—is closely tied to Prince Philip, the founder and former
Quentin Bryce. Phone: 02 6283 3533
president (1971-76) of the ACF. Not content with slashing
Email: http://www.gg.gov.au/contact.php
3-4,000 gigalitres of water for irrigation (the previous MDBA
plan), let alone the present 2,800 (which itself will decimate
• The British High Commissioner to Australia Paul
the Basin), Philip’s ACF has demanded that the MDBA cut
Madden. Phone: 02 6270 6666 [No email.]
7,600 gigalitres! That’s just outright, intentional genocide, no
• Buckingham Palace. Attn: the Queen, Prince Philip.
matter how you look at it.”
Phone: +44 20 7930 4832 [No email.]
Isherwood accused the MDBA and Tony Burke of running
Read the October/November 2011 New Citizen, in
away from genuine consultations with the Basin communities
and using the local industry leaders as human shields to absorb particular the feature, “The British Crown Created Green
the community backlash, because they actually intend to Fascism”, and tell all your friends to do the same.
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Obama makes Australia a nuclear target

ulia Gillard is helping Barack Obama paint a target on
Australia by establishing a U.S. military base in Darwin
in the middle of Obama’s mad drive to attack Iran and Syria
and trigger a nuclear world war.
Obama is a British stooge, a carry-on from George Bush
but worse, whom the British are using for their imperial
strategy of “Balkanising” the Middle East to start WWIII, the
way they manipulated the Balkans to spark WWI.
Obama is using drones to murder U.S. citizens; he joined
the Brits and French in murdering Libyan head of state
Qaddafi; he trumped even Bush’s gross triumphalism on the
weekend by playing basketball on the U.S. aircraft carrier
USS Carl Vinson that hurriedly buried Osama bin Laden at sea;
and he is talking up the bogus threat of Iranian weapons of
mass destruction from “evidence” the U.S., Brits and French
planted in last week’s International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) report, to give a nod and wink to the plan of crazy
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu to hit Iran and
Syria with pre-emptive strikes.
Such strikes will force an Iranian counter-strike, followed
by a U.S. response on Israel’s behalf, and then a showdown
with Russia and China.
In the middle of this, Gillard has ratcheted up Australia’s
military cooperation with Obama. She is providing a military
base in Darwin, as one aspect of a huge expansion of the U.S.
presence in Australia, and will sign the Australia-United States
Defence Trade Cooperation Treaty, which heavily focuses on
defence matters, to coincide with Obama’s address to both
houses of parliament, into which Gillard has introduced the
Defence Trade Controls Bill 2011, in order to enact that treaty
into Australian law.
Numerous strategic analysts have observed that the
decision to establish a U.S. base in Darwin is deliberately
provocative to China; the insanity of Australia’s current
foreign policy was underscored by the casual commentary
from Brian Toohey on the ABC’s Insiders program on 13th
November, on what would be required to militarily defeat,
and then occupy, China—Australia’s largest trading partner
and major source of national income! Toohey observed “we’re
signing up to this change in U.S. military doctrine where
they’re working out new ways to conduct a war against China
… you’ll be sending your troops into the greatest human
mincing machine ever seen.”
The Obama-British war drive is currently a runaway train,
which is the last thing the American people expected when
they voted for Obama in 2008. U.S. statesman and physical
economist Lyndon LaRouche issued a statement on 14th
November explaining that the reason why the British are
using Obama to achieve the insane objective of a nuclear
world war, is because the British oligarchy views war as a
means to reduce the world’s population, in order to maintain
control over the world in the context of the presently
unfolding global financial collapse.
In his statement, “To stop World War III, Obama must
be removed from office now”, LaRouche warned, “If Barack
Obama is not thrown out of office soon, civilization is in
mortal danger. The British Monarchy is out to destroy the

United States as we know it, and Obama is their puppet
instrument for accomplishing exactly that. The overall
objective of this London-centered oligarchy is to reduce the
world’s present population from the current official level of
seven billion to less than one billion.
“That is the issue that can no longer be dodged, if mankind
is to survive the coming weeks and months.The present drive
for World War III, beginning with the targeting of Iran and
Syria, is driven by the British commitment to wipe out more
than 80 percent of the human race, just as Prince Philip has
demanded on numerous public occasions.Anyone who tries
to deny this reality is endangering mankind by their failure
to face the truth.
“The British are controlling Obama as their puppet.
They are engineering the crisis in Europe to impose
dictatorships, and they are behind the wars and threats of
global thermonuclear war.They know that their entire transAtlantic financial and monetary system is dead. They know
that the leading nations of the Asia-Pacific region—Russia,
China, India, Japan and the Koreas—are growing, relative
to the rapid trans-Atlantic disintegration. This is totally
unacceptable from the British standpoint, and so they are
using their puppet Obama to prepare for the United States
to use nuclear weapons in a global conflict, already set in
motion in the new cockpit for war—the Persian Gulf and
Eastern Mediterranean region …”
Responding to LaRouche’s statement, Citizens Electoral
Council leader Craig Isherwood called for Australians to
demand the Gillard government back away from its support
for the Obama-British war drive, and return the U.S.Australian alliance to the principles of national defence and
respect for national sovereignty on which the alliance was
forged by John Curtin and Franklin Roosevelt in WWII.
“John Curtin broke with British imperial strategy to forge
the U.S.-Australia alliance seventy years ago, and save Australia
from fascist aggression,” Isherwood said. “It is again time we
broke with British strategy, this time to save the world from
global genocide.”

Eleanor Roosevelt and John Curtin at a state dinner in Canberra in
1943. Their alliance, based on defending national sovereignty, has been
subverted by Bush-Howard, and now Obama-Gillard.

